Let K be a field of characteristic p^O, and let P be its maximal perfect subfield. Let A be a subfield of K containing P such that K is separable over h. We prove : Every regular subfield of .Äf containing h is the field of constants of a set of higher derivations on K if and only if (1) the transcendence degree of K over h is finite, and (2) K has a separating transcendency basis over h. This result leads to a generalization of the Galois theory developed in [4] .
Abstract.
Let K be a field of characteristic p^O, and let P be its maximal perfect subfield. Let A be a subfield of K containing P such that K is separable over h. We prove : Every regular subfield of .Äf containing h is the field of constants of a set of higher derivations on K if and only if (1) the transcendence degree of K over h is finite, and (2) K has a separating transcendency basis over h. This result leads to a generalization of the Galois theory developed in [4] .
I. Introduction. Let Ä"be a field of characteristic/»^O, and let P be its maximal perfect subfield. If h is the field of constants of a set of higher derivations on K, then « is a regular subfield of K containing P. This paper is concerned with determining when every regular subfield of A'containing h (and hence P) is the field of constants of a set of higher derivations on K. Necessary and sufficient conditions are shown to be (1) the transcendence degree of K over « is finite, and (2) K has a separating transcendency basis over «. This is Corollary (4.2). This result leads to an immediate extension of the Galois theory developed in [4] . In part, we can restate the main result of [4] as follows: Assume K has a finite separating transcendency basis over a subfield « containing P. Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between regular subfields of K containing « and Galois subgroups of H^(K). (The characterization of Galois subgroups remains the same.) Moreover, (4.2) shows this to be the most general condition on K relative to h under which all regular subfields of K containing « will be fields of constants of groups of higher derivations onK.
II. Definitions and preliminary results. Throughout this paper, K will be a field of characteristic p^O. A higher derivation on AT is a sequence d={di\0-i< oo} of additive maps of K into K such that dr(ab) = Jt{di(a)di(b)\i+j=r} and d0 is the identity map. The set HX(K) of all higher derivations on K is a group with respect to the composition d° e=f where ft = 2 W»e" \m + n = i} [1, Theorem 1, p. 33] . Note that the first nonzero map (of subscript>0) is a derivation. The field of constants of a subset G£ //°°(^) is {a e K\di(a)= 0, i>0, (dA 6 G}. H™(K) will denote the group of all higher derivations on K whose field of constants contains the subfield h. Proof.
Let a e K\P. If {a, a"-1, a""', •••}£#, then P(a, a""1, a""', • • •) would also be perfect, contrary to the assumption that P is maximal. Thus there exists n^O such that «*"" 6 K\K*. Let {a'""}ur be a /»-basis for K, and define d={dA by dx(a.v~)=l, dx(t)=0VteT, dt(x)=0, x e {a'""}ur, 1 </< oo. Then rf,.(a) = <W(a"-y") -íAíflOr = 1 by (2.2). Thus the field of constants of HX'(K) is contained in P. Applying (2.2) shows P is contained in the field of constants of ^(K), and the lemma is established.
III. Higher derivations and separating transcendency bases. As before, ATis a field of characteristic/»^ 0 with maximal perfect subfield P. Throughout this section we assume the transcendence degree of K/P (tr d(K/P)) is finite. 
4), P(ZV~X) is the field of constants of HX(K).
This example also shows that nofevery regular subfield h of if containing P is the field of constants of a set of higher derivations. Let h be the algebraic closure of P(Z"~oe, y) in K. Since {y} is /»-independent in K, K\h is separable and hence regular. Since tr d(K\P(Z.v~ y)=2, h^K. Since {y} is a/»-basis for K, the null set 0 is a relative/»-basis for K\h and hence by (2.1) Hk(K) = {0} and « is not the field of constants of any set of higher derivations on K.
Let « be a subfield of k containing P such that K is separable over « and assume tr d(K/h)< oo. Every regular subfield k of K containing « is the field of constants of a set of higher derivations on K if and only if K has a separating transcendency basis over h.
Proof.
If K has a separating transcendency basis over «, then K has one over any regular subfield k containing h [5, Theorem 18, p. 387], and hence every regular subfield k containing « is the field of constants of a set of higher derivations (3.1). Conversely, assume .K does not have a separating transcendency basis over «. Let T be any relative /»-basis for K over h. Since T is algebraically independent over h, in view of [5, Theorem 13, p. 383], T cannot be a transcendency basis for K over h.
Thus if we let k be the algebraic closure of h(T) in K, k^K, ki%a regular subfield of K(ûnczK/k preserves /»-independence) and as in (3.2) Hk(K) = {0}. Thus the theorem follows. The following are equivalent. (1) There exists a transcendency basis T for K over h such that Kp" is a separable extension ofh(T).
(2) Every regular subfield of K containing h is the field of constants of a set of higher derivations on K.
(3) K has a separating transcendency basis over h.
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (3) Let K be a field of characteristic p?¿0. Let h be a subfield of K containing P such that K is separable over h and assume the transcendence degree of K over h is infinite. Then there exists a regular subfield k of K containing h which is not the field of constants of any set of higher derivations on K.
Proof.
Let T be any relative /»-basis for K over n. If |2"|<oo, let k be the algebraic closure of P(T) in K. Then K is regular over k (K/k preserves /^-independence) and since 0 is a relative/»-basis for K over k, H?(K)={0} and A: is the desired subfield. If | T\ = oo, let T={xx, x2, ■ ■ -}US. Let K be afield of characteristic p?¿0. Let h be a subfield of K containing P such that K is separable over h. Then e very regular subfield of K containing h is the field of constants of a set of higher derivations on K if and only if (I) the transcendence degree of K over « is finite and (2) K has a separating transcendency basis over h.
The Galois theory established in [4] required that K be finitely generated over the distinguished regular subfields. In view of (4.2) we see that the correspondence can be extended to regular subfields h such that K has a finite separating transcendency basis over «. In part, the Galois correspondence can now be stated as follows. Assume K has a finite separating transcendency basis over a regular subfield « containing P. Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the regular subfields of K containing « and Galois subgroups of H% (K).
The characterization of the Galois subgroups remains the same as in [4] . Moreover, (4.2) shows the condition that K have a finite separating transcendency basis over « to be the most general we can impose and maintain a complete correspondence in that all regular subfields of K containing « will be fields of constants of sets of higher derivations.
